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Celebrating 60 Years of Service:
ENSTAR's Station Rebuild at Milepost 39

Earlier this summer, ENSTAR completed a rebuild of a pipeline
valve station located at Milepost 39 (MP39) of the Beluga Pipeline
in the Mat-Su Valley. This project included the replacement of most
of the valves at the facility and the abandonment of the old station
piping, which was installed in the early 1980’s.
All facilities involved in this work are part of the high pressure
Beluga Pipeline. This system is one of the two primary sources for
gas coming into Anchorage, bringing gas up the western side of
Cook Inlet and around through Wasilla, Palmer and Eagle River
prior to entering Anchorage from the north.
All new piping and valves in the new station are aboveground and
will provide a much more reliable facility while also improving its
longevity. Additionally, several optimizations were made to the
piping layout that will allow for better functionality, particularly
during maintenance work when pipeline inspection tools are
run through the Beluga Pipeline as part of a routine inspection
that occurs every few years. The new station also includes better
electrical isolation from the pipeline, which will simplify the process to protect pipeline facilities from corrosion.
In conjunction with the work on this project, a new metering and filter station was installed to take gas directly
from the Beluga pipeline upstream of the MP39 station for delivery to Interior Gas Utility (IGU). IGU produces
liquified natural gas (LNG) for transport to and distribution in Fairbanks.

Back to School

Common Natural Gas Terms & Definitions
Bill Terms

Customer Charge: A flat rate fee that is determined by the meter size (G1, G2, G3, or G4)
on a gas account. The customer charge recovers a portion of the utility’s costs such as
meter-reading, record-keeping, billing, collections, and costs associated with service
lines and meters.
Service Charge (Base): A volumetric charge that is determined by the meter size (G1,
G2, G3, or G4) on a gas account. This charge recovers system maintenance costs.
Supplier Gas Cost Charge or Gas Cost Adjustment (GCA): The “Supplier Gas Cost Charge”
is a volumetric charge that reflects the price ENSTAR customers pay for gas based on
gas supply agreements previously approved by the Regulatory Commission of Alaska
(RCA). The GCA is adjusted annually in July.
Regulatory Cost Charge (RCC): The “Regulatory Cost Charge” is a volumetric charge
provided by Alaska Statutes. This charge helps fund the RCA.

Natural Gas Delivery Process

Producer: Any entity leasing, owning or controlling a supply of natural gas.
Transporter/Distributor: A pipeline company or a local distributer, such as ENSTAR,
which purchases natural gas from a producer.
End User: You, the customer.

Gas Measurement Terms
CCF: A common natural gas volumetric measurement. 1 CCF = 100 cubic feet of natural
gas
MCF: A common natural gas volumetric measurement. 1 MCF = 1,000 cubic feet of
natural gas.

